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Abstract

Traditional articulation therapy includes an array of approaches, such as auditory, 

tactile, and visual, to elicit accurate speech productions. But even when the clinician 

provides more stimulation than usual, such as busting out a mirror, or gloves and a 

tongue depressor to manipulate tongue placement, some individuals remain resistant. In 

this case, traditional approaches become even less translatable for individuals who are 

deemed hard-to-treat or intractable. Without documentation of progress, these 

individuals may then be dismissed from therapy. This scenario then places the speech- 

language pathologist in a predicament.

While it is limited, existing data appears to suggest that the integration of 

electropalatography in traditional speech therapy has the potential to greatly improve a 

speech-language pathologist’s ability to evaluate and treat clients with speech sound 

disorders. By introducing visual models that are both accurate and objective, a speech- 

language pathologist can increase efficacy and reduce time spent in therapy.

I certify that the abstract is a correct representation of the content of this thesis
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Introduction

Since the inception of speech-language pathology, traditional articulation therapy 

has involved little or no technology. Speech-language pathologists use flashcards, word 

lists, rhymes, mirrors, and less often tactile stimulation to facilitate desired responses. 

More recently, Speech-language pathologists have been inspired to experiment with more 

innovative resources involving technology. But such popular innovative resources used 

by speech-language pathologists today, such as iPad apps, are being implemented more 

so for convenience, rather than efficacy. The iPad, undoubtedly, should receive the 

recent hype surrounding its involvement in therapy because it saves space, paper, and 

time previously taken to generate therapy plans and the collection of data. The use of this 

technology in therapy has also proven to be motivating to clients no matter the age. But 

we must also be cognizant of other more revolutionizing opportunities that technology 

could provide.

IPads are not the only technology changing in the palms of society. Forbes 

magazine listed the 3-D printer, Artificial Intelligence, Brain-Computer Interfaces, 

Robotics, and Point-of-Care Diagnostics as the top “ 5 Medical Technologies 

Revolutionizing Health Care” (Kotler, 2013). Such technologies include robotic body 

parts for amputees, or the implantation of electrodes in the brain to stimulate the 

movement of a robotic arm. The 3-D printer is also creating fascinating and life-saving
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organs, such as artificial kidneys. It is solving the issue of lengthening donor lists and a 

lack of available organs from organ donors. These technologies are just a few, certainly 

not the least that are contributing to modem medical advances. And with speech- 

language pathologists’ being paramedical professionals that works alongside of other 

medical professionals creating these revolutionizing technologies, it is inevitable that we 

begin embarking upon such endeavors. So, what more can technology do for a speech- 

language pathologist?

Technology can expand our understanding of disorders and ultimately effective 

treatment. Yet, speech-language pathologists’ access to these resources remains limited 

(Gibbon et al., 1999). The issue possibly stems from the fact that this field is perceived 

as shaping human behavior, not physiology (Fletcher, 1992). Samuel G. Fletcher, Ph.D., 

CCC-SLP, a researcher from the University of Utah, has supported a prolific amount of 

technological research with a specific focus on electropalatography. His book called, 

Articulation: A Physiological Approach (1992) promotes the idea of using 

electropalatography to reveal the physiological nature of the speech mechanism’s motoric 

movements that are typically unseen in action.

Electropalatography is a visual biofeedback device that reveals real-time data of 

tongue-to-palate contact during speech. A custom-made retainer-like pseudopalate, 

referred to as a SmartPalate, has 126 electrodes strung across it. The psuedopalate 

reveals accurate lingua-palatal contact. A clinician and client can both wear a
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custom-fitted pseudopalate to view each other’s tongue placement on their palates. 

Together on a split computer screen the clinician and client can view dynamic 

movements inside their mouths. The client can use this device to observe where their 

tongue makes contact on areas inside the mouth that cannot be viewed during speech 

production on the hard or soft palate. The computer image shows correct tongue-palate 

contact for a particular speech sound, against which the client’s actual tongue contact is 

superimposed. While viewing the screen, the client can continue manipulating tongue 

placement for the speech sound of concern until their tongue placement matches correct 

tongue placement. This objective data can be stored for later analysis. The clinician also 

has the option to printout the objective data, which entails a percentage of accurate 

contact and a visual depiction of the client’s lingua-palatal contact on the palate.

Figure 1, SmartPalate System: Complete Speech LLC electropalatography system and software package includes EPG 
software, data-link, and psuedopalate. Client can view their own palate or display a split-screen for clinician modeling. 
Retrieved from http://www.completespeech.com/about-us/history-of-epg/

http://www.completespeech.com/about-us/history-of-epg/
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Electropalatography has the potential to be used for diagnosing and treating the 

vast majority of speech sound disorders and even swallowing disorders (dysphagia) 

(Gibbon, 2013), because it allows the speech-language pathologist to finally peer into the 

client’s mouth during articulatory action that would otherwise be unseen. It allows for 

the objective documentation of articulatory movements, providing a supplementation of 

typical clinical tools that rely on the auditory perception of the clinician. Yet, while this 

device has been widely studied, it has rarely been applied to clinical practice.

Definitions

The following definitions are intended to clarify the terminology of this thesis for 

those who may not be familiar with speech-language pathology:

Affricate: Consonants that begin as stops and end as fricatives 

Articulation: The physical act of speech sound production.

Articulatory overshoot: Speech sound distortions caused by too much contact of the 

tongue against the hard palate.

Backing: A speech sound disorder in which sounds that are produced in the back of the 

oral cavity such as l)d and /g/ are substituted with consonants produced in the front of the 

mouth such as /t/ and /d/.

Biofeedback: The application of electrical sensors to physiological systems for the 

purpose of providing crucial information.
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Cognates'. Pairs of sounds that share both place and manner but differ by voicing. 

Depalatization: A speech sound disorder in which phonemic distortions are the result of 

reduced contact between the tongue and the hard palate.

Distortions: Speech sounds that deviate from the target sound to a degree sufficient to 

affect intelligibility.

Electropalatography: Is a bio-feedback method that measures the dynamic action and 

the placement of the tongue as it makes contact with the hard palate.

EPG: See electropalatography

Fricatives: Consonants in which the airstream is channeled thus creating friction. 

Fronting: An articulation disorder in which consonants produced in the front of the oral 

cavity such as l\l and /d/ are substituted with consonants produced in the back of the oral 

cavity such /k/ and /g/.

Generalization: The point at which the outcome of therapy has become an integral part 

of daily functions.

Lingua-palatal contact: The contact of the tongue against the hard palate.

Manner o f Production: Refers of how a speech sound is performed physiologically. 

Models: These are speech productions performed by a speech therapist with the 

expectation that a client will imitate them correctly.

Nasalization: Inappropriate channeling of airflow to the nasal cavity in the production of 

consonant sounds.
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Omissions: Speech sounds which are unintentionally left absent in the production of 

connected speech.

Phoneme: Speech sounds.

Place o f  production: Refers to the accurate tongue posture required to form an accurate 

speech sound.

Plosives: See stops.

Stops: Consonants in which the airstream is interrupted.

Substitutions: The use of an incorrect speech sound in place of a correct one.

Traditional therapy: Comprises any evidence based, non-instrumental articulation 

therapy practice.

Efficacy: Is a measure of the ability of a therapy approach to achieve the intended result. 

Instrumental therapy: Employs technology that provides real time feedback to clinicians 

and their clients.

Transcription: A written interpretation of disordered speech sound productions.

I. Electropalatography’s Relevance in Evidence-Based Practice 

Speech-language pathologists believe that they provide their clients with accurate 

speech models to imitate, practice, and generalize. So, how accurate are these models? 

How well do speech-language pathologists know the accuracy of unseen articulatory 

movements? According to Australian speech-language pathologist professor and
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researcher, Sharynne McLeod, Ph.D., CCC-SLP, speech-language pathologists’ 

knowledge of speech sounds is actually far less than accurate. McLeod (2009) conducted 

a study on 240 SLP’s that worked with children with speech sound disorders. She asked 

them to color grid diagrams of tongue-to-palate contacts for 24 consonants. She then 

compared the results to identical grid diagrams produced by electropalatography.

1

1 1

Figure 2, Grid-diagram and Top Palate: The grid-diagram used in McLeod’s (2009) study that was given to 240 SLP’s to 
color each area they believed was contacted by the tongue during production o f  /n, s, t/ speech sounds.

The difference between each SLP’s response and the corresponding 

electropalatographic image was dramatic. The study revealed that the typical SLP filled 

in the same four squares at the top of the palate diagram for the phonemes /n/, /s/, and /t/, 

for example. However, the electropalatography displayed contact patterns that were far 

more complex. This instrument revealed that tongue-to-palate contact is distinctly 

different across these sounds.

The findings, which McLeod presented at the 2009 American Speech-Language- 

Hearing Association Convention, do not necessarily signify something lacking in the
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auditory perceptual judgments of speech-language pathologists. The data could instead 

be interpreted to suggest that speech-language pathologists can improve therapy by using 

electropalatography as an instrumental tool along with their observations (McLeod, 

2009). When an SLP transcribes a client’s speech, the device provides recorded 

objective data that takes away the guessing, expands their knowledge of the problem, and 

saves time.

□□□□

(a) Typical SLP’s response

Idin n

(b) Typical adult production established 
with EPG

Figure 3, McLeod’s (2009) Grid-diagram Comparison Study: The description o f  tongue placement for front consonants 
among trained speech pathologists compared to the same information instrumentally recorded using electropalatography. 
From Speech Language Pathologists’ Knowledge o f  Tongue to Palate Contact fo r  Speech Sound Assessment and  
Intervention (McLeod, 2009)

Although most speech-language pathologists are unaware of the EPG, this tool is 

not a recent technique. In 1803, Erasmus Darwin was the first to explore the nature of 

tongue patterns by inserting tinfoil cylinders into the mouth. As the century continued 

experiments focused on treating speech production for the hearing impaired. Alexander 

Melville Bell invented the first Visible Speech system in 1867, to assist treatment with the 

hearing impaired. Visible Speech depicts speech sounds by using a picture of the 

anatomy and notations of sounds on paper. During that time, other researchers suggested
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that the Visible Speech could also represent speech production across languages. Thus, it 

later became known as, Visible Speech: The Science o f Universal Alphabetics.

Not long after, in 1872, the English Dentist J. Oakley Coles invented direct 

palatography. He used static mediums, such as, cocoa powder and charcoal, to stain the 

tongue and palate. This method allows the researcher to document contact points by 

viewing where the coated substance on the tongue is left on the top palate. This allowed 

Oakley to study what was referred to as “ points of constriction” (Lieberman & 

Blumstein, 1991). It led him to produce certain speech sounds and photograph contact 

patterns made on the palate.

Figure 4, “ Points o f  Constriction:” Predating speech-language pathology, a dentist applied static mediums (cocoa powder 
and charcoal) to view tongue to palate contact. After every application he produced a speech sound and took a photograph 
o f his mouth.

By using palatographic images, Oakley disproved the notion of the Vowel 

Theory. The images taken during vowel productions revealed that vowels indeed make
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contact with the palate. It was then widely believed that vowels do not produce 

constriction in the vocal tract. His findings inevitably led to much outrage from the 

research community. Unfortunately, this archaic mythology of vowels continues to 

persist today, as found printed in a recent textbook: “Vowels are typically voiced but 

have no place or manner or production” (Katamba, An Introduction to Phonology, 1992).

It wasn’t until the 1930’s, during the introduction of electricity, when a dynamic 

imaging device called electropalatograph began being experimented with by Dr. Herbert 

Koep Baker at Ohio University (Bernthal, Bankson, & Flipson, 2013). These studies 

were done before the creation of speech-language pathology, thus these interests were of 

dentists and linguists. Between the late 1950’s and the turn of the 21st century, speech- 

language pathology was growing and EPG research continued.

Pig . 18. S In position  fo r  phonokinesigraphy, Small 
wire leaiifa from mouth to panel not v is ib le .

Figure 5: Photograph taken from the Ph.D. thesis o f  Herbert Koepp-Baker (1938). Courtesy o f  Iowa State University- 
Graduate College. Retrieved from Articulate Instruments.com
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Contemporary researchers, most notably Fiona Gibbon, Ph.D., CCC-SLP, Head 

of Speech and Hearing Sciences at University College Cork, Ireland, have published 

countless papers that explore the potential of EPG, however, one major obstacle 

persists. Purchasing the technology requires extra upfront costs on clinicians and clients.

Another obstacle that halts its popularity is the lack of credible research. The 

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association [ASHA] expects speech-language 

pathologists to implement evidence-based practice. This means that a clinician must base 

their decisions according to the best available evidence by integrating professional 

expertise, empirical research, and care that best suits the client’s individual needs 

(“ Assessing the Evidence,”  retrieved from ASHA website, 2014).

The dire need of research is tremendously impacting the field of speech-language 

pathology. As professionals who are trained to work in both medical and educational 

settings, we have the opportunity to explore experimental ideas, to an extent. Any 

remediation with a client must ethically have a rationale. ASHA is not the only speech- 

language and hearing organization that has advocated evidence-based practice. 

LinguiSystems (2006) has also published a Guide to Evidence-Based Practice that 

recommends SLP’s to assess the quality of research evidence by: (1) validity; using high 

quality research methods, (2 ) importance reflecting the clinical or practical significance 

of the results, and (3) precision; how precisely the study effects have been estimated.

This requires an SLP to guide their rationales by science and research.
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The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association website presents numerous 

evidence-based guidelines for communicative disorders, but many of these disorders 

either have a limited set of guidelines or no guidelines that promise efficacy. Unlike 

many other health professionals, such as medical doctors, there is a lack of research in 

most speech and language domains (Gillam & Gillam, 2006). This means that the 

speech-language pathologist will need to synthesize as much research as possible, while 

mostly incorporating their own knowledge, clinical experience, and problem-solving 

skills.

The problem with implementing EPG along the evidence-based model is that 

empirical research is highly stressed. According to classification criteria, EPG studies 

have the lowest ranking on a credibility scale. EPG research is placed at a category IV, 

better known as case studies or expert opinions (retrieved from ASHA website, 2014). 

Most are case studies of clients who were not improving in other types of speech therapy, 

until the EPG was introduced. Clients significantly improved within a shorter period of 

time when compared to traditional speech therapy. Unfortunately, EPG research attempts 

are not large enough and most of all lack adequate controls.

Further exploration of electropalatography research yields a contradictory 

position. Although this technology can reveal definitive and objective answers of the 

effectiveness of therapy, EPG research is ironically on the lowest grading scale for 

research (Gibbon, 2011). No researcher has touched upon large studies. They often state
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that more studies are needed to officially demonstrate EPG’s effectiveness, while 

technically larger studies are necessary to climb the ranking scales from a level IV to a 

level I—the most desirable research rank. A large study design is typically the most 

valued study. A large randomized participant pool allows researchers to generalize 

findings to the masses. And EPG research efforts have been too small to suggest 

generalization.

In the past, the cost of EPG equipment, and most importantly the expense of 

providing pseudopalates to a large population have rendered randomized studies 

impossible for even the most accomplished EPG researchers. EPG requires the subject to 

have a custom-made dental appliance called a pseudopalate that matches the individual’s 

anatomy. A UCLA linguistics study from the 1990’s budgeted the cost of one 

pseudopalate at $1,300 (Keating, 2011). If the pseudopalate was damaged, misplaced, 

or the dentition of the subject changed, it would need to be replaced and repaid. It is such 

factors that have suspended respectable research from representing EPG.

Recent innovations in technology have prompted the private sector to decrease the 

cost of EPG. In 2011, a company called CompleteSpeech LLC, founded by Samuel G. 

Fletcher, CCC-SLP, Ph.D., sells EPG software. CompleteSpeech has the U.S. patent on 

SmartPalate, a psuedopalate, priced at $200 and insured for $70 per year. An SLP can 

purchase the palatometer software, preferably a two-user system (client vs. SLP viewing), 

for $2,399. This SmartPalate System package comes with a SmartPalate, data-link
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(microprocessor), and palate view software (compatible with Windows). This EPG 

system can be linked to any PC computer by USB. CompleteSpeech has reduced EPG 

costs even more so in 2013, by allowing $75 monthly software rentals. The lowest cost 

to date became available, in 2014, consisting of yearly leasing agreements as low as 

$1,200 (including two customized pseudopalates). CompleteSpeech is the only present 

company making the EPG more readily accessible and less expensive.

Reliability & Validity

While it is limited, existing research appears to suggest that the integration of 

electropalatography in traditional speech therapy has the potential to greatly improve an 

SLP’s ability to evaluate and treat clients with speech sound disorders (Dagenais, 1995; 

Gibbon, 1999; Gibbon, Dent, & Hardcastle, 1993; Hardcastle & Gibbon, 1997; Howard, 

1994; Morgan Barry, 1989). By introducing visual models that are both accurate and 

objective, an SLP can increase efficacy and reduce time spent in therapy.

In fact, since researchers have also reported earlier dismissal from therapy when 

incorporating the EPG, clients can spend less money out of pocket, making this device 

more economical than ever before. And the need for larger studies to rise above a level 

IV should not deter EPG researchers just yet. Since speech-language pathologists are 

designated within the social and behavioral sciences, speech and language studies cannot 

be compared to pharmaceutical type studies. Large studies are not necessary for a
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speech-language pathologist to state efficacy. The efficacy of EPG can be proven if more 

researchers set adequate controls and argue the validity provided by EPG technology. 

Currently, SLP’s diagnostic tools heavily rely upon intuitive data collecting, which leads 

to the inevitable ambiguous findings, as presented in McLeod’s (2009) study.

By using the EPG, the clinician can monitor the client’s precise physiological 

tongue to palate contact. The clinician can use this valuable information in two ways. In 

therapy, the palatographs produced by the client can be compared to the clinician’s, 

allowing the client to match the modeled targets. For assessment measures, the client’s 

palatographs can be referenced against normative palatography of target phonemes. 

Marybeth C. Sanders, of Brigham Young University, developed “standardized 

palatometric articulation files,” in completion of a master’s thesis, in 2007. Access to 

information like this can brace the practicing speech-language pathologist to leave behind 

the simplistic assumptions like those of the professionals in McLeod’s (2009) study.

EPG research suggests that this technique is most effective in combination with 

other therapy techniques, such as traditional approaches. Traditional therapy 

encompasses highly accepted procedures for speech sound disorders. This includes using 

perceptual judgment to transcribe and collect data on produced speech sounds. Auditory 

perceptual analysis is heavily relied upon, even though it has been proven to be 

unreliable. It is not uncommon for speech-language pathologists to record different 

speech sounds and behaviors by using perceptual means. Although we are trained
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professionals, this does not exclude us from human errors. Our perceptions vary and can 

be faulty. Yet, speech-language pathologists continue to rely upon such tools to report 

improvements to insurance agencies, clients and families; and the data is relied upon for 

choosing future treatment options and outcomes.

A high degree of both reliability and validity are ingrained in electropalatography. 

This is a main argument for using instrumental biofeedback in clinical practice. A great 

weakness of the traditional method of articulatory assessments is their dependence on 

auditory perceptual transcriptions. Reliability of transcriptions refers to the consistency 

both across transcribers and within transcribers. The most significant portion is within 

transcriber variability because most transcriptions are done by a single speech-language 

pathologist. The main question then is, could that one speech-language pathologist be 

consistent? Would he or she transcribe the same sounds across one transcription each 

time reviewed? It is also not uncommon for transcribers to question their judgment. 

Gooch, J., Hardin-Jones, M., Chapman, K., Trost-Cardamone, J., & Sussman, J. (2001) 

studied the variability of speech sound transcriptions among 2 0  speech-language 

pathologists and found a 41% mean agreement. They suggested that speech-language 

pathologists need increased training and standardization of transcription procedures.

How this solution could be processed was not specified.
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Figure 6: Diagram of Psuedopalate Sensors— each 162 electrode numbered. Every electrode contacted divided by/ overall
162 electrodes= Percentage o f  accuracy per speech sound.

More than ever a device like EPG is necessary to provide the greatest reliability. 

Palatographic results will be the same regardless of who administers the technique. The 

readouts demonstrate reliable, objective, and unbiased information. Yet psychoacoustic 

measures are still being used as the source of evidence for SLP’s. To state the 

significance of psychoacoustic measures even more so, it’s arguable that a speech and 

language sample provides more information about a client’s speech or language than any 

other measure.

It was for this reason that sociolinguists Kerswill & Wright used 

electropalatography to demonstrate limitations of phonetic transcription in their 1990 

study, The Validity o f Phonetic Transcription: Limitations o f a Sociolinguistic Research 

Tool. In this experiment they “ compared the transcriptions of trained phoneticians to 

physiological data on the same utterances using the electropalatography.” The 

transcriptions were found to be “ messy” due to many possibilities that extend past the
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obvious—individual expertise and knowledge of phonetic theory. It is this ambiguous 

nature of transcription itself that reveals that human transcriptions are extremely flawed.

II. WHAT DOES PAST EPG RESEARCH REVEAL?

Even though a prolific amount of EPG research can be found and reveals 

promising diagnostic and treatment measures currently missing, EPG is still commonly 

unknown and unapplied. The focus of this review is to feature the promise of the EPG, 

and while the future implementation sounds ideal, this review will expose the critical 

roadblocks its presently facing. Research has delved into a comprehensive history of the 

theory and application of the EPG, and questions yet to be answered.

A repeatedly stated study, Electropalatography in the Treatment o f  

Articulation/Phonological Disorders, Dagenais (1995) investigated the application of 

EPG on children who had articulation and phonologically-based problems. Dagenais 

mostly elaborates on the promise of the EPG by reanalyzing his own and other experts 

previous experiments. He found the EPG revealed errors across other sounds that were 

perceptually judged correct. He further discovered that the EPG leads to training correct 

lingual postures, not only treating isolated errors.

The most intriguing part of this research was his own case study of a 6.5-year-old 

girl. This child previously scored a 15th percentile on the Goldman Fristoe of 

Articulation and underwent therapy for 2 unsuccessful years. His Alabama Speech and
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Hearing Clinic then began EPG therapy for a commonly recommended 21 weeks by 

other EPG researchers. The EPG revealed the child was producing idiosyncratic lingual 

postures. Her affricates were not making full contact on the stop portion, thus creating 

frication. It is detailed analysis like this that shows errors can’t always be specified by 

auditory perception. It was through his observations using the EPG that assisted him 

with creating an effective EPG treatment plan. Upon completion of 21 weeks of therapy, 

she no longer produced errors in words or passages on the Goldman Fristoe of 

Articulation. His study presents the argument that a child with intractable speech errors 

is not unresponsive, but only previous therapies had been unresponsive to her unique 

needs. Dagenais presents a similar case that all EPG researchers have found, that the 

EPG uncovers the underlying etiology of distortions. With instrumental means clinicians 

can carefully re-examine the child’s unique articulatory postures and only then can they 

be provided effective therapy.

Although Dagenais describes unique characteristics of children with persistent 

speech sound disorders, he does not define them. Fiona Gibbon, Ph.D., CCC-SLP, a 

renowned EPG researcher from Queen Margaret University of Edinburgh, United 

Kingdom, eloquently describes the differences between articulation/phonological 

disorders and undifferentiated gestures. Gibbon (1999) states that a clinician cannot rely 

upon standard transcriptions to reveal undifferentiated patterns. Present transcription 

practices constrain the ear to highlight the speech sound errors. During undifferentiated
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gestures, the tongue cannot differentiate movements between speech sounds. Only by 

using the EPG, the tongue may then be exposed as making continuous overt contact with 

the palate. Since the tongue cannot identify accurate movements, the EPG will reveal the 

errors are not isolated to specific speech sounds, but across all the speech sounds. In her 

study called, Undifferentiated Lingual Gestures in Children with 

Articulation/Phonological Disorders, (1999) published in the Journal of Speech, 

Language, and Hearing Research, she found that undifferentiated gestures were among 

71% of the children who were previously diagnosed with articulation/phonological 

disorders. Gibbon proposed undifferentiated gestures and covert contrasts, as the answer 

as to why traditional speech therapy has been ineffective for some children, thus far.

Through the discovery of undifferentiated gestures, Gibbon found the 

phenomenon of covert contrasts, neutral speech errors undetected by the ear. The idea is 

that the lingua-palatal contact patterns of children with articulation disorders reveal 

differences in posture that occur even when listeners perceive the sound to be accurate. 

Although Gibbon used the EPG to highlight such disorders, she professes Hewlitt (1988) 

was the first to propose this idea and observe that there can be, “instrumentally 

measurable differences between target phonemes that are neutralized in listeners 

perceptions.” Still, Gibbon contributes powerful evidence to support this hypothesis by 

displaying EPG data that clearly outlines strong distinctions in the lingual gestures of 

children with speech sound disorders; differences that perceptual transcriptions will not
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uncover. She further suggests that by remediating covert contrasts, despite their 

perceptual clarity, the clinician can improve the overall generalization of the client’s 

speech sound deviations.

These articles argue the EPG should be an alternative treatment for children 

unresponsive to traditional therapy. They’ve presented the true nature of this device; its 

capability of exposing inaccurate articulatory postures unheard, even by a trained ear.

Using the EPG as a tool to explore the physiological nature of speech sound errors 

is not an unfamiliar idea. Samuel G. Fletcher, author of Articulation: A Physiological 

Approach, (1992), co-founder of CompleteSpeech and inventor of the SmartPalate, states 

that the EPG should be employed as a tool to guide therapy. He argues that the EPG 

features the true nature of the problem that cannot be perceptually deciphered alone. Just 

as Dagenais found, the EPG brings to light a more complex understanding of the issue 

and will change treatment approaches. Dagenais found that these children were not 

unresponsive to therapy; they just did not receive therapy they would be responsive 

towards. Without the EPG, these complex persistent speech sound disorders will 

continue to be difficult to treat and understand why they continue to be unresponsive. 

Instead, we need to change our approaches to be responsive to their unique needs. This 

tool can aid in the understanding and treatment of people with more complex speech 

sound disorders.
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Although these studies are promising, I remain skeptical of researchers that claim 

a sudden positive therapy response. Most of the research reveals case studies about 

clients that were unresponsive to traditional treatment and suddenly became successful 

when introduced to the EPG. But I can’t refute the facts represented by valid EPG reports 

and the visual biofeedback that provides physiological knowledge of lingua-palatal 

contact. The importance of this knowledge is critical for the remediation of persistent 

speech sound disorders.

The EPG has provided these researchers with a novel way of looking at speech 

sounds. As discussed by Fiona Gibbon (1999), persistent speech sound errors may be 

found to be consistent with her findings of undifferentiated lingual gestures. Continued 

overt contact of the tongue across all the speech sounds will only be calculated as an error 

when using the EPG. Studies go into great detail about the understanding of lingual- 

palatal contact. Investigators report how their perceptions of the speech sound errors 

changed. Martin et al. (2007) concludes that EPG provides very precise and accurate 

visual feedback of tongue-to-palate contact in real-time and is used therapeutically to 

increase a client’s ability to monitor and change tongue movements. With these results 

the marketing of the EPG warrants that speech sound errors will be cured with an 

application of at least 23 weeks.

EPG data presents continuous errors across speech sounds perceptually deemed 

correct. When the tongue makes contact with the soft palate to produce the Dd sound, our
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ears will not hear simultaneous contact along more anterior portions of the palate. These 

details can have a great impact on an SLP’s understanding of speech sounds. This 

knowledge can extend past adolescents populations with intractable speech sound 

disorders. An SLP’s awareness of speech sound errors as a continuum along connected 

speech is a novel theory yet to be embraced by the field.

As the EPG becomes more affordable than ever, I believe there will be a larger 

focus on developing impactful studies. Widespread knowledge of this technology will 

aid the marketing of its use in clinical setting. With the hype of its positive effects, 

research funding may then become available.

As access to this device increases, clinicians may begin to question what clients 

are suitable for this sophisticated method. Carter & Edwards (2004) combined a series of 

single subject studies to conclude EPG outcomes and suitable clients. In this study, EPG 

Therapy for Children with Longstanding Speech Disorders: Predictions and Outcomes, 

they claimed that children under 5 years of age tend to have difficulty comprehending the 

method. Although Dagenais (1995) noted in his study that “ maturity of the child is more 

significant than the chronological age,” he recommended 7 years old as most suitable. 

Carter & Edwards (2004) also proclaim a critical point about the older the age, the more 

established the disorder will be, making therapy more difficulty and longer.

Some of the most important factors that could highly impact the effectiveness of 

EPG are visual and cognitive deficits (Dagenais et al., 1994; Dent et al., 1995). The
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problem suggested with cognitive deficits is that “ speech problems could arise from an 

overall general delay in cognitive development.” This leads back to issues concerning a 

lack of maturation that can indirectly affect therapy.

However, it has been documented that EPG has been effective with 

developmental disorders and learning disabilities (see Gibbon, Bibliography o f EPG, 

2005; Gibbon, McNeil, Wood, & Watson, 2003). The EPG is meant to be used for 

difficult-to-treat disorders and other concurrent conditions may or may not impact 

effectiveness. It is ultimately the clinician’s decision to assess client’s suitability on an 

individual bases.

EPG for the Hearing Impaired 

Complex issues arise for speech-language pathologists treating the hearing 

impaired. It is with assistance of technology—hearing aids, FM systems, Cochlear 

Implants, etc.—that audiologists have been able to provide a better quality of life for 

those with hearing loss. With the use of innovative technology, the field of speech- 

language pathology can also contribute more to the hearing impaired population than they 

currently do in practice.

A hearing loss may present quite unique deficits to the average speech therapist. 

Individuals with hearing loss typically present similar speech characteristics: distortion
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of sounds, especially fricatives and stops; omission of initial and final consonants; 

consonant cluster reduction; substitution of voiced consonants for voiceless consonants; 

substitution of nasal consonants for oral consonants (e.g. mat/bat); increased duration of 

vowels; imprecise production of vowels (e.g. diphthongization of vowels); adding a 

schwa sound to consonant blends; and the list continues (Roseberry-McKibbon & Hedge, 

2011). Depending on the onset and severity of the hearing loss, they may develop only a 

couple of characteristics and some of those may be more or less pronounced. So what 

treatments are being used in the field and is there a more effective approach?

Traditional articulation therapy incorporates visual, auditory, and tactile 

approaches to elicit accurate speech production. But even when the experienced speech- 

language pathologist provides more support by introducing a mirror, so that the client can 

visually monitor their own productions, some individuals remain resistant. Traditional 

approaches become even less translatable for individuals that have hearing impairments, 

for example. Speech therapy is especially difficult for individual’s who have prelingual 

hearing loss—hearing loss before language development. If a child has never heard a 

speech sound, or cannot perceive it accurately, how can one expect him or her to ever 

produce intelligible speech? Once again, here is another situation that places a speech- 

language pathologist in a predicament.
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The common training that a hearing impaired individual receives is learning sign 

language, auditory training, maybe speech training, or a combination of both 

consecutively. In more recent years, children that are significantly hearing impaired or 

deaf, typically just learn sign language (Johnson et al., 1989). This current revelation is 

directly related to how those with hearing impairments were previously treated by 

professionals, teachers, and others in the hearing world. Although this problem mostly 

resides in history this happened to hearing impaired individuals not long ago. This 

experience still torments the famous Scottish-born Deaf actor, David O. Reynolds, 

creator of the American Sign Language television show, “ Dr. Wonder’s Workshop.” 

Once he heard of my career path in speech-language pathology, he pleaded me to never 

force a deaf child to speak. For centuries deaf children have been forced to speak and 

even worse, completely ignored and emotionally and physically abused by their 

community. Within this century, many older living Deaf individuals, like Reynolds, are 

haunted by these memories.

This history may be a portion of the reason as to why recent Deaf education 

heavily relies upon only teaching sign language. Although there is a Deaf subculture, the 

Deaf remain within a larger hearing world. “ Oral communication skills have long been 

of concern to educators of the hearing impaired, speech-language pathologists, and 

audiologists, because the adequacy of such skills can influence social, educational, and
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career opportunities available to the hearing impaired” (Osberger et al., 1982). As a 

speech-language pathologist, I want to maximize the possibilities for my clients. We 

must invest in the potential that technology, like electropalatography, can bring forth with 

more effective and ethical treatment approaches for the hearing impaired.

“ The goal of aural rehabilitation is to help the individual with hearing impairment 

better recognize speech by using an auditory amplifier to enhance the auditory signal and 

thus maximize the person’s residual hearing” (class lecture by Chris Focht, “ Aural 

Rehabilitation,” 2014). The first step of aural rehabilitation is maximizing residual 

hearing with the use of hearing aids, FM systems, and other types assistive technology. 

The next step is auditory training. Auditory training can assist in being aware of sounds 

and accurately discriminating between sounds. This is also referred to as auditory 

perception or auditory discrimination. Although we use technology, such as hearing aids 

or cochlear implants, to maximize their daily functionality, the problem is that these 

devices only assist the hearing impaired individual’s listening and understanding to an 

extent. How does this maximal hearing solution then promote accurate perception of 

speech?

Even with devices that promote maximal hearing, the hard of hearing continue to 

present difficulties in auditory perception. It is possible for an individual who is hearing 

impaired to be able to identify and discriminate between some speech sounds, but this 

does not fully represent how they perceive the sound. They still perceive the sound
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differently than a hearing person and this is revealed by their speech production. Since 

both identification and discrimination are greatly compromised in the deaf and hard-of- 

hearing, we need to find an alternate perceptual route to teaching speech sounds. Their 

perception of speech sounds is so critical because it influences how they learn speech 

production (Parsloe, 1998; Roseberry-McKibbon & Hedge, 2011).

When a hearing child is learning to speak, he or she can see the outer movements 

of the articulators and match up those movements with their associated speech sounds. 

They then learn to imitate these sounds heard by models and can continue to manipulate 

their articulators, while using their speech perception to accurately achieve speech 

sounds. On the other hand, hearing impaired individuals heavily rely upon visual cues 

(Parsloe, 1997). Yet, a speech-language pathologist’s visual cues can only go as far as 

modeling the sound or manually manipulating their articulators. Technology that can 

assist rehabilitation for the hearing impaired goes much further, by providing a visual 

substitute for auditory perception during the speech learning process (Parsloe, 1997). In 

fact, “ palatography was initially developed to assist deaf children view and acquire 

speech sounds” (Fletcher, 1992).

Electropalatography cannot only improve the speech of the hearing impaired 

population, but it has also been proven to assist speech perception (Parsloe, 1997). 

Parsloe (1997) conducted one of the most interesting studies promoting 

electropalatography. She used electropalatography as another modality for teaching
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speech production. She argued that using the electropalatography to teach exact tongue 

placement for speech sounds provides a catalyst to correct speech perception.

Parsloe directly taught speech production with the electropalatography. She then 

tested speech perception by using a speech pattern audiometer. A speech pattern 

audiometer (SPA) is another device that is rarely used in the field, but has a justifiable 

place. It is a device that presents consistent synthesized speech sounds for discrimination 

and identification of speech sounds within words. This means that the data is more 

reliable because it is not subject to human error. It is difficult for anyone, even a speech- 

language pathologist, to present consistent and accurate frequencies in their productions 

of speech sounds. A person can even believe they are presenting a speech sound 

consistently, due to subjective and varying auditory perception, when in actuality the 

sound is not being produced consistently. The speech pattern audiometer overcomes the 

subjective nature of auditory perception analysis by providing objective and consistent 

speech sounds, which the client must learn to differentiate as a part of their speech 

therapy. A graph depicts the accuracy of the client’s identification of speech sounds 

across varying sound frequencies.

Parsloe (1997) studied SPA and EPG on a profoundly deaf 10-year-old girl named 

Sophie. Although she was diagnosed and aided by 11 months, her speech was only 

intelligible to familiar speakers within context. She was receiving auditory and speech 

therapy since she was a baby and reached her plateau. She was noted to have “ great
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prosody, with appropriate rhythm and intonation, as well as a high number of 

phonological contrasts within her segmental system” (Parsloe, 1997). However, she did 

not present consistent alveolar/velar contrast for voiced stops; velars, palatal-alveolars 

and alveolars varied. It was determined that traditional speech therapy could only 

improve so much, until she was introduced to the electropalatography.

Sophie presented a common problem across deaf speakers. She continued to 

present inaccurate speech productions of phonemes that are produced further back on the 

palate, where the placement of the articulators is not visible. Parsloe (1997) used 

electropalatography for her production of the voiced alveolar stop, /d/, in initial, medial, 

and final positions within words. The unvoiced alveolar sound, /t/, remained untaught, 

but tested for later comparison. After 5 months of targeting /d/ with electropalatography 

treatment, Sophie then advanced to working on /J7, /tJ7, and /d3/ phonemes in all positions 

within words for 7 months. At the same time, Sophie began traditional generalizing 

techniques of the /d/ sound, without using the electropalatography. At the end, there was 

a successful maintenance period with no intervention.

The electropalatography results revealed that Sophie was now capable of 

producing accurate /d/ productions in all word positions. Even more astounding was her 

sudden untaught skill for producing the unvoiced alveolar sound, the N  speech sound, 

within words. Parsloe (1997) preludes that she was able to finally perceive these sounds 

by using a process referred to as “ tuning in.” She states that once Sophie was able to
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visualize tongue placement, she was then able to indirectly conceptualize the difference 

in sound between the voiced /d/ and unvoiced N.

While Parsloe discusses the notion of “ tuning in,” Bamford first described the 

process through Auditory Training (1981) research published in the British Journal of 

Audiology. Bamford (1981) explained that “ hearing sensitivity itself is not altered, but 

the listener becomes able to make more sense of what he actually hears.”  Bamford 

(1981) stated that the process might be acting in a similar way to auditory training.

During Sophie’s treatment period, she was specifically taught generalizing 

techniques for the /d/ speech sound, but never for the /J7, /tJ7, and /d3 / sounds (e.g. sh, ch, 

and j sounds). The results of Parsloe’s study revealed that Sophie could produce correct 

speech productions of /J7, /tJ7, and AI3 /, but only when using the electropalatography. It 

appears that not teaching generalizing techniques in combination with 

electropalatography greatly limits generalization skills. However, Sophie generalized the 

/d/ production because it was treated longer than the other sounds. Once she mastered the 

/d/ production using the device, the sound was given the attention and allotted extra time 

for traditional generalizing techniques. Although /J7, /tJ7, and M3 / did not yet generalize, 

it is important to note that Sophie did present progress using the electropalatography. It 

is possible that if Parsloe taught the same generalizing techniques for those sounds, as she 

did with the /d/ sound, that Sophie would have obtained similar results across all studied 

speech sounds.
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Even more convincing were the speech pattern audiometer (SPA) results. Parsloe 

(1997) revealed that learning accurate speech production using EPG, influenced the 

hearing impaired child’s ability to perceive speech sounds. Since the onset of 

electropalatography, Sophie revealed a growth in speech perception. “ Shoe” versus 

“ Sue” was the most difficult sound for her to perceive and by the end of the study she 

was able to perceive the difference. Parsloe (1997) argues that maturation could have 

influenced results, however, her initial increase in perception coincides directly with the 

onset of electropalatography treatment. Parsloe (1997) states, “ in this case, production 

was leading perception.”

Another clinical study utilizing electropalatography called, ‘ ‘The Effectiveness o f  

Using EPG to Remediate a Developmental Speech Sound Disorder in a School-Aged 

Child with Hearing Impairment” (Pickett, 2013), was designed to assess the 

effectiveness of electropalatography in combination with traditional articulation 

treatment.

The participant was a 13-year-old male with a bilateral moderately severe 

sensorineural hearing loss, who received speech therapy services in a public school 

setting since preschool. Similar to Sophie above, he was not improving much. The study 

documented that he received treatment 1-year prior to remediate the /t/, /d/, Ini, /l/, and Ivl 

speech sounds. Pickett then stated that he focused on remediation of the /r/ speech sound 

in all word positions, for this study. He failed to mention why he only studied the /r/
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production or whether or not the participant could accurately produce the other problem 

sounds—/t, d, n, 1/—that were treated 1 -year prior.

Pickett’s flaws continue because he increased treatment time from the 

participant’s typical 20-minute sessions once a week, to 40-minute sessions once a week. 

An extra 20 minutes of therapy a week could be a contributing factor towards therapy 

progression, regardless of using the electropalatography. He counteracted more therapy 

time by providing traditional therapy for the first five weeks and then electropalatography 

for the remaining five weeks. He then measured changes between traditional articulation 

therapy and electropalatography. Pickett (2013) admittedly said that “ it is possible that 

the initial 5 weeks of traditional therapy built a foundation upon which gains could be 

realized during the second 5 weeks of therapy, irrespective of the type or approach to 

therapy.”

The other issue that this study presents is that the data analysis was subjective. 

Pickett used listener-rating transcriptions instead of analyzing objective tongue-palate 

contact changes provided by electropalatography. Unfortunately, he did not provide 

objective data available by using the EPG. Pickett did not present a rationale as to why 

he did not use the electropalatography for data collection and analysis

Pickett (2013) expresses that the participants lack of improvement is based on a 

“ theory that electropalatography related approaches would be much more successful in 

the remediation of speech sound disorders that have a relatively high degree of tongue-to-
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palate contact (e.g., /t, d, s, J, k, g, 1/), whereas similar therapy gains may not occur when 

remediating sounds produced with a more open vocal tract constriction, such as glides 

and vowels.”

The most obvious area for palatographic intervention is place of production 

(Pickett, 2013). Nober (1967) ranked the typical accuracy of productions of consonants 

by place: bilabials 59%, labiodentals 48%, glottals 34%, linguadentals 32%, lingua- 

alveolars 23%, lingua-palatals 18%, and lingua-velars 12%. In regards to the manner of 

production, Smith (1975) found that deaf speakers had the most success producing 

bilabial glides and the fricatives /f/ and /v/. Nober (1967) ranked correct productions as 

starting with glides, followed by stops, nasals and fricatives. This can be taught by 

demonstrating such things as airflow or lip closure. But how must we treat one of the 

most prominent errors in the hearing impaired, the neutral vowel sound, the schwa?

‘ ‘Electropalatography and Ultrasound in Vowel Remediation for Adolescents 

with Hearing Impairment” revealed the fallacy behind Pickett’s theory and that EPG is 

not only effective for treating consonant sounds (Bacsfalvi, P., Bernhardt, B., & Gick, B., 

2007). This study revealed that electropalatography was effective for promoting vowel 

development, at least in combination with ultrasound.

Bacsfalvi et al. (2007) remediated all vowels within the English language, minus 

diphthongs. It was also mentioned that three participants acquired increased awareness 

of the whole vowel space, and the need to use greater tongue movements in the oral
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cavity. It was also noted that the lil vowel sound showed noteworthy improvement 

across all three speakers. Many speakers with sensorineural hearing impairment have 

extreme difficulty with high vowels such as the III sound. This is because the tongue 

moves higher and further from its neutral position. This study proved the previous study 

by Pickett (2013) is wrong about his increased palatal contact theory. This study 

accurately presented results that suggested electropalatography is just as effective for 

treating vowel remediation as it is for treating sounds that make more palatal contact.

Another convincing study called, The Efficacy o f Speech Intervention Using 

Electropalatography with an 18-year-old Deaf Client: A Single Case Study ’ ’ by Martin, 

Hirson, Herman, Thomas, & Pring (2007) revealed that speech production skills can 

generalize even faster with an older more mature client. The participant hit a similar 

plateau in traditional articulation

Therapy with his speech production skills. Treatment was twice a week for 1-hour each 

for six weeks. I have yet to find another study that is even equally as short that renders 

such positive results. Martin et al. (2007) used objective data that the 

electropalatography provided and included subjective data by using an audio recorder. 

Using an audio recorder is a typical avenue used to collect data. The researchers had the 

participant recite sentences before and after treatment and played the recordings to a 

group of unfamiliar trained listeners.
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Improvements included the treated /t/ sound and generalization of even untaught 

Itl words. It was also noted that the participant could not perceive differences between 

the treated /t/ and untreated /d/ sound, prior to electropalatography treatment. The results 

included generalization of the untaught /d/, but specific data of the participant’s changed 

speech perception was not included. The audio recordings also revealed an increased 

intelligibility in sentences. The other subjective data collected that was not expected was 

the increase in voice quality. I’m not positive what that means, but it is believable that 

voice quality would improve, given someone were not presenting distorted speech 

patterns anymore. The researchers also noted that the lack of change for the controlled 

/0/ sound, was equally significant. This is because it proves that the improvements of /d/ 

and Itl productions coincide with electropalatography treatment.

Just as Martin et al. (2007) and Parsloe (1997), Pantelemidou et al. (2003) found, 

the participant generalized newly acquired skills to untaught words. In this study, 

Pantelemidou et al. (2003) studied the “Efficacy o f Speech Intervention Using 

Electropalatography with Cochlear Implants. ” The researcher stated that “ prior 

traditional therapy failed to achieve specific changes.” They used electropalatography to 

teach tongue positions for the /g/ and /k/ sound. Unlike Martin et al. (2007) and Parsloe 

(1997), Pantelemidou et al. (2003) taught the unvoiced Ikl sound. Pantelemidou et al. 

(2003) could have collected more data on greater generalization if they taught the /g/ 

sound and left the Ikl sound untreated.
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Either way they did find significant improvement for the voiced and voiceless 

velar plosives immediately post electropalatography therapy, in both taught and untaught 

words. The sounds were measured by objective analysis of electropalatography printouts 

and listener ratings. They found that newly acquired skills of /g/ and l)d were maintained 

for five weeks after electropalatography therapy was complete, indicating generalization 

of skills.

All the studies included, provide positive results for using electropalatography as an 

alternative visual modality for the hearing impaired. It is important to note that all 

studies mention that prior traditional therapy plateaued or failed to achieve specific 

changes. This is translatable across all hearing impaired speakers receiving traditional 

articulation therapy. These studies highlight the fact that traditional techniques can only 

improve the speech of the hearing impaired to a certain extent. Electropalatography 

represents the alternative approach to move therapy along. Electropalatography provides 

therapy ‘in the language’ of the hearing impaired because it uses their exceptional visual 

skills to teach speech production skills. The hearing impaired can use their visual 

perception with electropalatography to make up for their limited auditory perception.

Not only may it provide the most effective treatment, but it is also the most objective 

avenue to collect data for articulation.
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III. Comparing & Combining Technology and Alternative Uses with EPG

Fiona Gibbon compiled a Bibliography o f Electropalatographic Studies in 

English from 1957 until 2013. Within this reference list she includes a review of EPG in 

speech and language therapy and lists a myriad of disorders that have been applied with 

EPG. It has been used with disorders ranging from dysfluency, cleft palate, accent 

reduction, glossectomy, and laryngectomy, to name a few.

Through my own investigating I have learned that the EPG can be used for more 

than just tongue to palate contact. The EPG provides a mode for quantifying the speed of 

lingua-palatal contact. The therapeutic process of this display requires the user to follow 

the lit up electrodes, one-by-one with the tip of their tongue, presented on the screen.

The software then quantifies the accuracy and timing of tongue movements across the 

palate. This mode could be helpful for those with coordination issues related to Apraxia 

or dysarthria (e.g. Motor Speech Disorders); or eating and swallowing.

EPG is prized for revealing placement of the tongue onto the palate, which may 

explain why not one researcher has glazed upon the timing of tongue to palate contact. 

The other issue may possibly be that I have only seen the U.S. version (SmartPalate 

System) that is just a few years old. Most EPG research is located in the UK, with a few 

in Japan. Both locations have their own EPG design and software that may greatly vary. 

Although comparing the differing systems may reveal better software developments, they 

all still conclude greater validity and reliability than perceptual analysis. Most
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researchers claim its use for just about every speech related disorder, but the EPG’s 

alternative use has been largely untapped in research.

Eating & Swallowing: Alternative use of EPG

Electropalatography has been widely applied to speech sound disorders, but many 

researchers advocate its use for an array of other disorders as well. This is because the 

EPG provides more than just viewing and quantifying speech related contact on the 

palate. Chi-Fishman, Stone, & McCall (1998), speech-language pathologists with 

swallowing specialties, were determined to take a novel approach of this articulation 

device. These swallowing specialists published an article titled, Lingual Action in 

Normal Sequential Swallowing, in the Journal o f Speech, Language & Hearing Research. 

They wanted to view the lingual contact with the hard and soft palate during swallowing 

and evaluate whether EPG could provide useful information on swallow-related tongue 

action.

The preliminary investigation specifically focused on the quantification of 

tongue-palate contact patterns for swallowing and on the effects of bolus volume and 

consistency. Five normal subjects were tested during swallows of 1) 5 and 30 ml of 

water, 2) 5 and 30 ml of gelatin, and 3) saliva. By segmenting the EPG time-motion 

sequences into four stages—pre-propulsion, propulsion, full contact, withdrawal—and
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compartmentalizing the palate into six segments (front, central, back, lateral, medial, and 

midline), temporal and spatial characteristics of deglutitive tongue-palate contact were 

revealed.

Chi-Fishman et al. (1998) reported significant differences in contact timing across 

bolus sizes and consistencies for the propulsion and full contact stages. Water was 

propelled faster than gelatin, and 30-ml gelatin faster than 5-ml gelatin. They also found 

that dry swallows had a longer full contact stage than water. Contact patterns, though not 

statistically analyzed, appeared to vary little as a function of bolus properties. They 

further implied that the tongue makes specific contact with the palate every swallow, no 

matter the details, such as consistency or bolus size. Chi-Fishman et al.’s (1998) 

findings suggest potential value in using EPG to investigate the timing and patterning of 

abnormal tongue movements associated with disordered swallowing.

This study reveals promising alternative uses of EPG, but there are other aspects 

that could impact more clientele and possibly greater efficacy than ever before imagined. 

Some questions floundering in the space of EPG research, yet to be grasped are: How 

does EPG compare to other more known and utilized technology? Could speech- 

language pathologist increase efficacy by combining technology?



Comparing EMA and EPG 

The clinician charged with making evidence-based decisions for their client may 

be riddled with dilemma when choosing between technologies. For example: Do 

patients receiving visual biofeedback therapy for Apraxia of Speech make greater 

articulatory gains using electropalatography (EPG) or electromagnetic articulography 

(EMA)? Both technologies offer innovative means to address an indisputably difficult 

condition. In fact, ASHA mentions them in their apraxia treatment recommendations, 

(Mauszycki & Wambaugh, 2011). And yet neither has a storied history in clinical 

practice. The purpose of this writing is not to flaunt the evidence for either technique. 

Indeed that would be futile aim. To date the strongest research to support the 

effectiveness of either instrument in clinical treatment falls within the lowest two rungs 

of the American-Speech-Language-Hearing Association’s, research hierarchy, levels III 

and IV, rankings designated for case studies and professional recommendation (retrieved 

on ASHA website, 2014). The following writing analyzes available data in the hopes of 

aiding forward thinking clinicians in making a reasoned choice as to whether their 

patients can benefit from either system.

Electromagnetic articulography, and electropalatography are computer aided 

visual biofeedback methods, designed to aid in the facilitation accurate articulation. Both 

involve an on screen read-out that provides real-time data to clinicians and their patients
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about the dynamic actions of their articulators. The most important difference between 

the two is the means by which the feedback is derived. Electromagnetic articulography 

uses what has been called, “fleshpoint,” data (Katz, 2006); because it involves sensors 

that are attached directly to the patients tongue lips and palate. Electropalatography 

employs a custom-fitted dental appliance, psuedopalate, which contains an array of 

embedded sensors.

With this understanding, lets first discuss electromagnetic articulography (EMA). 

In the article entitled, Electromagnetic Articulography Treatment For An Adult With 

Broca ’s Aphasia and Acquired Apraxia o f Speech, published in the Journal of Speech 

Language and Hearing Research (1999), authors William F. Katz and Sneha V. 

Bharadawaj of the University of Texas, along with Burkhart Carstens from 

Medizinelectronikz of Lenglern, Germany, define this technique as a, “relatively non- 

invasive, online method of tracking speech articulator movement using low-field- 

strength alternating magnetic fields.” The above description, while interesting, begs the 

question, how is the term, “non-invasive,” defined?

Electromagnetic articulography involves the patient wearing a custom designed 

helmet, laden with electromagnetic transmitter coils. These coils produce three 

alternating magnetic fields, each tuned to a different frequency. Smaller receiver coils are 

then glued directly to the patient’s articulators. These coils are connected to wires that 

extend out of the sides of the patients mouth, connecting directly with a computer
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terminal. The receiver coils monitor the dynamic actions of the articulators as they pass 

through the magnetic fields and report them to the computer. The patient then attempts to 

match his or her own productions to visual targets on the computer display. It is difficult 

to view such a precarious set up as being non-invasive. In fact, the very process of 

preparing a patient for a therapy that involves connecting electronic coils to precise 

anatomical locations using, “biomechanical glue,” seems both invasive and impractical in 

clinical settings. Not surprisingly, the Katz et al. (1999) study was carried out in a 

research environment, a place that electromagnetic articulography will likely remain for 

the foreseeable future. But unfortunately, the Katz study does not appear to be a very 

credible example of research either.

The study was a single subject multiple baseline design that took place over the 

course of one month. The patient was treated with the experimental electromagnetic 

articulography approach to address persistent distortions of the phonemes /s/ and /J7. To 

institute control, the researchers alternated therapy sessions with the treatment of the stop 

consonants /p, t, k, b, d, g/ in absence of the electromagnetic articulography 

instrumentation. On the surface this would appear to be a reasonable means to assess the 

relative contributions of two approaches to the patients overall recovery. The problem is 

that the researchers did not see fit to compare the experimental procedure to a viable; 

evidence based, Apraxia therapy such as PROMPT, Melodic Intonation, or Integral 

Stimulation. Instead they opted to implement a, “self-paced computer program that
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provided visual and auditory examples of phrase stimuli to the subject for simple 

repetition.”

The authors report some impressive gains for the experimental phonemes, such as 

a 48% gain over baseline from for /J7. And (as one might expect), they go on to report 

paltry gains for the controls. Some of the sounds even displayed marked deterioration by 

the end of treatment. For example, /p/ was assessed at 83% percent accuracy at baseline 

and 50% accuracy at the end of the study. It should be noted that one of the three 

authors, Carsten, is the manufacturer of the Carsten AG Electromagnetic Articulograph, 

the equipment used in the experimental procedure. It is difficult, especially considering 

the haphazard design of their experiment, to dismiss the potential for conflict of interest 

here.

Until recently electropalatography was a technique that shared many of the same 

limitations for clinical use. As explained above, it involves a custom-fitted, 

“psuedopalate,” that the patient inserts in the mouth. Electronic sensors within this unit 

relay the dynamic actions of the tongue (as it makes contact with the hard palate) to an 

external device known as a palatograph. The palatograph then provides a graphic display 

called a palatogram that reports the specific placement of the tongue. While this 

procedure, has been historically cost prohibitive due to one factor—the hefty price tag of 

the individualized manufacture and maintenance of the psuedopalate and an exorbitant 

investment in the palatograph—recent advances in technology have reduced the
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palatograph to about a thousand dollars worth of software. The psuedopalate can be 

manufactured and insured for less than three hundred dollars. But is electropalatography 

ready for clinical application with apraxia?

Unfortunately, definitive evidence to answer that question has yet to arrive.

There has been a dearth of research that addresses treatment of subjects with Acquired 

Apraxia of Speech using this instrumentation. Among the more widely cited studies is, 

Howard & Varley (1995) an uncontrolled case study with a 47-year-old male who 

suffered from Apraxia of Speech following subdural empyema and meningitis. Although 

the study reports that the patient was, “able to produce more complex structures,” after 

therapy, the hard evidence stops there. Despite the lack of reliable treatment studies, 

however, recent research into electropalotography’s functionality as an apraxia 

assessment tool does suggest strong rationale for introducing it into interventions as well.

In 2009, Carly J. Bartle-Meyer, Bruce E. Murdoch, & Justine V. Goozee of the 

School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, University of Queensland, Brisbane 

Queensland Australia published an article, entitled, An Electropalatographic 

Investigation o f  Linguapalatal Contact in Participants with Acquired Apraxia o f  Speech: 

A Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis, in the Journal of Clinical Linguistics and 

Phonetics. This study successfully demonstrated through visual biofeedback that the 

articulatory errors of speakers with apraxia could not be attributed to the substitutions and 

omissions often perceived by listeners.
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Bartle-Meyer et al. (2009), compared speech productions of five, “neurologically 

unimpaired,” control participants to three patients who had been assessed with Apraxia of 

Speech as their primary disorder, (with varying degrees of concomitant Broca’s Aphasia). 

Their data was separately transcribed by two professional speech pathologists using 

perceptual means, to identify substitution and omission patterns among the participants. 

The same data was then examined using the electropalatograph and compared with 

productions of identical stimuli produced by the control group. Consistently the 

palatograms revealed that the speakers with apraxia contact patterns contained few true 

substitutions and virtually no omissions. What the palatograms showed instead were 

recurring examples of articulatory overshoot, too much contact between the tongue and 

the hard palate. This was particularly evident in phonemes that require anterior to 

posterior movement patterns such as /sk/. In other words, when a speaker with apraxia 

produces this alveolar to velar consonant cluster, the unaided ear hears a velar 

substitution. But the electropalatograph shows that the alveolar tongue palate contact is 

still present. It is simply masked by extraneous velar contact. If nothing else, the 

findings of this study puts to rest the ongoing debates, hearkening back to Martin (1974) 

that posit that the articulatory characteristics of Apraxia of Speech, are just as likely to be 

the result of phonemic paraphasia as they are to be the result of motoric deficits.

What the study does not address, however, are treatment outcomes. This is 

unfortunate because, from a practical perspective, electropalatography is a more
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functional therapy tool than it is an assessment tool. Although, as the Bartle-Meyer et al. 

(2009) study reveals, the clinician can unravel great mysteries of the nature of motoric 

errors using this technology, data is only accessible after a patient has been to a dentist to 

produce a mold of their hard palate and a custom psuedopalate is manufactured.

Once a patient is traditionally assessed, however, this instrumentation has the 

potential to greatly enhance the clinician’s ability to engage in motoric practice, where 

the patient is prompted to repeatedly attempt to match their own palatographic output 

with the palatographic cues and models provided by the clinician. And this technique 

can focus on the reduction of articulatory overshoot with an emphasis on maintenance of 

the patient’s underlying correct productions. Studies that specifically measure the 

effectiveness of this approach have yet to be realized. Still the implication of current 

research is that electropalatography has the potential to become an indispensible tool in 

treatment of the articulatory deficits of speakers with Acquired Apraxia of Speech.

Whether advancements in electromagnetic articulography will ever catch up is 

open to speculation. At this time, however, the question of which technology can provide 

better gains for the patient is best answered by recognition of which of the two a 

practicing clinician can realistically implement. In this case the odds greatly favor 

electropalatography. In many cases EPG appears to be the highest effective approach, 

but what about in combination with other technology? Researchers often compare 

technology, but have yet to discuss efforts of combining EPG with other technology.
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Combining Technology for Greater Efficacy

Other areas in medicine have been exploring technology more than the average 

speech-language pathologist. A recently FDA approved computer system produced by 

InTouch Technologies called, RP-VITA Remote Presence Robot, allows a patient and 

doctor to telecommute. This contemporary therapy approach is popularly known as 

Telepractice. It requires the clinician and client to use video chat software supported by 

the internet or wireless connections (e.g. Skype and Face Time).

Speech-language pathologists began considering video calls around 2011, but it 

has only recently caught on. This highly convenient therapy practice is currently taking 

place across a wide range of settings. Many medical speech-language pathologists are 

using video therapy calls for special populations, like geriatrics, who may have 

transportation difficulties. Speech pathologists working at the Department of Veterans 

Affairs in San Francisco, CA, for example, conduct telepractice for veterans too ill to 

travel across the city. Even disabled speech pathologists have taken advantage of 

Telepractice from the comfort of their own homes. Another promising aspect of its 

convenience is the likelihood of more therapy check-ins throughout the week. The video 

availability also allows clients that don’t have a caretaker or family have the opportunity 

to practice speech homework with the speech-language pathologist. The significance of 

Telepractice is that it makes speech therapy more accessible to everyone, especially those 

in rural areas.
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Even more promising is the use of combining Telepractice with other technology 

approaches. Various technologies can be integrated into one treatment program, creating 

a complete evidence-based approach. For example, the electropalatography could be 

implemented during Telepractice sessions. But this idea becomes a reality, the EPG 

software will have to be further developed to compliment such practices.

CompleteSpeech continues to sell the same product without furthering 

development. This area appears to be the company’s largest flaw. The EPG software is 

currently outdated and this will make it a harder sell. The software can only be used on 

Windows compatible computers, such as PC. They have yet to generate Macintosh 

compatible software. But even beyond Macintosh, most software today is an app 

product. Further development should lead towards making an app that can be 

downloaded for a low purchase fee, or even free. This would make therapy accessible to 

all parties at all times. It would allow the client to practice EPG therapy at home. And 

during Telepractice with the clinician, the app could include screen sharing features and 

tongue-contact data collected by the software, accessible to the clinician.

The other development area lagging behind is the psuedopalate design. The 

psuedopalate, even the UK version, has a cord that connects the palate to the data-link. 

Why is there still a cord when a wireless is attainable? Many believe a battery would 

increase the cost of the psuedopalate. I believe the cost would not be much different than 

any other battery operated device. It is possible that CompleteSpeech does not have the
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funds to overcome development demands. CompleteSpeech appears to be only interested 

in selling the device, not development. They vigorously worked to lower costs for 

consumers and now find themselves falling behind current technology. One must always 

be a step ahead to survive in the rapidly growing technology terrains, and unfortunately 

CompleteSpeech has yielded at least three steps behind.

IV. EPG in Clinical Practice

Technology advances in the medical arena are reinforcing evidence-based 

practice. Such advances encourage medical professionals to present objective data to all 

parties involved—the medical team, insurers, family, and caretakers—to demonstrate 

improvements. The field appears to be split between the need for objective data and a 

constant extraction with subjective means.

Most speech pathologists, especially those working in medical facilities are 

pressured to obtain objective data. Even though the importance of objective data is 

highly stressed, speech-language pathologists means of gathering such information 

continues to be unreliable. Clients depend on SLP’s to present quantifiable data to 

insurance companies to justify therapy. And these policies may constrict speech and 

language practices as time passes. We should continue to explore the possibilities when 

measuring human behavior. There are many devices being researched that are exploring
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what humans previously thought impossible. Yet, a disconnect remains between research 

and clinical practice.

Considering the current lack of knowledge of acoustical articulation (McLeod, 

2009) the EPG could greatly enhance speech-language pathology as an evolving 

profession within the medical field. Consequently, there is also an undeniable lack of 

knowledge of the EPG in practice. There has been a prolific amount of research on this 

device, and issues that remain is not only the extra upfront costs for clinicians and clients 

when purchasing the device, but most of all the lack of awareness of the EPG’s existence.

Just purchasing the device is not enough to understand how to manipulate its use 

diagnosing and treating, and understanding the data. Fletcher (1992) expressed that 

simply using the EPG is not enough for the clinician to understand the dynamic 

physiological processes of articulation shown on the screen. He explained that the 

clinician skilled in using the EPG brings the full potential of this device to life.

One of the very few SLP’s that have access to a Smart Palate System is located in 

Burlingame, CA. The owners of the private practice expressed disappointment with the 

lack of training provided. Only one clinician, out of an estimated fifteen at the practice, 

actually uses the device and with only one client. After witnessing the clinician’s 

improper use of the tool, I’ve highlighted the fact that a certain expertise must be 

obtained before this device can reveal its intended effects. Knowledge and training are 

yet another variable that has inhibited the EPG from evolving.
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The Learning Curve

The San Francisco State University’s research team Stevy Shadwick & Timothy 

Kahn used CompleteSpeech’s database to locate clinicians who have an EPG system and 

found only one available in California. This EPG happens to owned by a private practice 

near San Francisco, CA. In 2013, Shadwick & Kahn initially met with the owner and 

director of this local clinic to see the device in action. Although each of them presented 

their own customized psuedopalate and the dynamic real-time display on the computer 

screen, they candidly admitted they did not receive training on how to appropriately use 

the EPG.

The owner and director expressed great frustration about CompleteSpeech’s 

business approaches. These seasoned clinicians tacked CompleteSpeech for not 

providing adequate training on how to use the novel device. They were expecting 

tutorials and workshops, but CompleteSpeech appears to be run by marketing personnel, 

not individuals specialized in speech and language.

The owner mentioned that only two clients have used the device. She reported 

that an 8 -year-old client broke his customized SmartPalate and the parents did not 

initially purchase insurance. The parents were no longer interested in EPG therapy 

because they did not want to pay another cost of $200 up-front. It appears that this 

problem can be easily solved upon future endeavors. This local clinic and other private 

practices could refrain from this type of EPG dropout by making it a policy to purchase
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the additional $70 insurance, upon initial purchase. This is especially important when 

considering the client’s young age. The other client mentioned is 6 -years-old and during 

this time had been using the device for 6  months. Following this interview an EPG 

observation was in order to further understand EPG in clinical practice.

I set an appointment with the local private practice to observe the clinician who 

operates the EPG with the 6 -year-old client. During the observation, it was observed that 

the SLP did not have a customized SmartPalate. When questioned, she expressed it 

wasn’t necessary for her to have a SmartPalate since she can use his own visual 

representation on the screen. When asked a series of questions her answers appeared to 

be lacking sufficient information. Further observations of her operating the device 

suggested that she had limited knowledge of the EPG. She admitted that she learned by 

“ trial and error.”

Contrary to the literature, the clinician believed that a child “ with or without 

strong presence of self-awareness [could benefit from the EPG] with the visual aspects 

that are hard to argue with otherwise.” I asked the client if he enjoyed the EPG and he 

didn’t know that was the name of the device he had been using multiple times a week for 

half a year. She explained that she doesn’t refer to the EPG with a name to her client and 

doesn’t even know what he may call the device outside of the therapy room. It is quite 

odd not to present a name to a device because it can make this abstract object even more 

relatable to such a young client. We remember information by categorizing and naming.
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Learning the name EPG for this child would be similar to how any 6 -year-old 

understands the terms and many operations of an iPhone and iPad.

The most critical part of this observation was that the EPG was mostly used as a 

warm-up and a visual tool, without any explanation of tongue-to-palate contact to the 

client. As the SLP had stated, the client was aware the screen revealed a picture of his 

mouth. It was most valuable as a great motivator. The child imitated nonsense words 

containing the difficult to treat /r/ such as, “ iree, eree, aree...” as the child stared at his 

productions on the screen. The clinician did not analyze or collect the data available 

upon these productions, nor did she save this data on the software. The EPG was not 

being used for its most prized characteristic—objectiveness.

After producing each nonsense sound once, they swiftly moved on to traditional 

therapy. The psuedopalate was taken out and the boy then named pictures of objects with 

the /r/ sound. The clinician collected auditory perceptual data at this time. To further 

assess his own awareness, after each object name produced she asked him to choose from 

a row of faces whether that production was accurately produced. She probed by saying, 

“ how did that sound?” and the boy would either choose a happy face (good), a non- 

expressive face (okay), or a sad face (bad).

It appears this same approach could also be used in tandem with the EPG. The 

clinician could further show the child that the markings in his mouth (e.g. on the palate) 

show he used too much, too little, or the appropriate amount of tongue. And the clinician
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could point out that the highlighted area is the only place she wants his tongue to touch. 

By using her traditional approaches, the EPG could further assist his self-awareness even 

more and learn how to accurately monitor his productions.

What the SLP referred to as “ warm-up,” was the most interesting unspoken of 

aspect in most EPG research. It was the tongue-timing portion of the software, which 

involves the tongue to touch the palate as fast as the client can on specific highlighted 

areas presented on the screen. One by one each electrode would light up on the screen 

and the client would quickly move the tip of his tongue to that electrode before the next 

highlighted electrode was presented. At this time, the EPG provided accuracy of 

placement and timing, but the clinician was fiddling with paper. The clinician appeared 

to be uninterested in any further information about the EPG. As stated she believed she 

was using the EPG “ as best for the individual client’s needs.”

Honing new skills is more relevant and necessary than ever with the current push 

for evidence-based practice. Learning this technology takes time and effort. It is 

understandable how limited time is for a speech-language pathologist, but we must make 

the time for shaping new, more effective approaches. Although the blame can be placed 

towards both CompleteSpeech and local private practice, CompleteSpeech should be 

obliged to provide more support.

It is conceivable to suggest that CompleteSpeech could provide training similar to 

LSVT Global Incorporated. This company provides workshops worldwide to train
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clinicians on how to implement Lee Silverman Voice Treatment. LSVT’s key focus is on 

treating Parkinson’s (and some other dysarthria’s) and is the most studied and effective 

speech and language approach in speech-language pathology history. CompleteSpeech 

could use a similar approach to training. For LSVT workshops, clinicians are expected to 

attend a two-day workshop and take an examination. Upon completion the clinicians 

obtain the highly esteemed LSVT (LOUD) Certification and continuing education units 

towards their license. An area of the LSVT workshops that is even more translatable to 

EPG is the new software being marketed and sold at these workshops. For the price of an 

estimated $800, the software makes data collection for this approach much more 

convenient and can be used on any computer. CompleteSpeech could create a partnering 

company similar to LSVT Global Inc. that hires speech-language pathologists that 

research EPG to provide EPG training and workshops nation-wide. Providing traveling 

workshops taught by clinicians themselves could assist interested clinicians in receiving a 

special EPG certification. Thus, EPG workshops could generate EPG certified clinicians 

who can effectively operate the device. This could aid with marketing, training, and 

publicity. All of these areas which continue to hinder its use in clinical practice.

V. Future EPG Research 

EPG could be useful for vulnerable populations, such as children with persistent 

speech sound disorders. Speech sound errors are mispronunciations that can impede a
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speaker’s intelligibility. The school district plays an important role during the early years 

of children with speech sound disorders. It is typical for the school district to be the first 

to evaluate, diagnose, and treat a child’s disordered speech. The issue with this process is 

that when these children are around 9-11 years old and their speech sound disorders 

persist, they will typically be deemed intractable and the school district will no longer 

find speech therapy necessary. The school system regulates costs by terminating services 

such as articulation therapy. The educational system has determined that speech sound 

disorders do not impede upon academic achievement and there is evidence that this logic 

is false. The repercussions to having a speech sound disorder are detrimental to a child’s 

linguistic, educational, and social development (Gibbon et al., 1999).

Consider a child that has average to above average cognitive skills, but their 

speech reflects the opposite. This child’s speech has inconsistent speech sound errors 

that include several consonants and vowels, especially diphthongs. There’s a lack of 

appropriate stress, making the productions sound rhythmically off or robotic. Social 

interactions are often confusing for the listener because they can’t discern whether the 

utterance was a comment or question, or the underlying emotional intent. While 

participating in class this child is frequently misunderstood by his or her classmates and 

teacher. This child’s future relies upon communicating effectively; there are not many 

jobs that don’t require a high standard of communicative ability. This is just a narrow 

example of what a child that has Childhood Apraxia of Speech might go through on a
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daily basis at school and the hurdles of his or her future. ASHA published a Technical 

Report that clearly defines Childhood Apraxia of Speech (CAS) as:

A neurological speech sound disorder in which the precision and consistency of 

movements underlying speech are impaired in the absence of neuromuscular deficits 

(e.g., abnormal reflexes, abnormal tone). CAS may occur as a result of known 

neurological impairment, in association with complex neurobehavioral disorders of 

known or unknown origin, or as an idiopathic neurogenic speech sound disorder. The 

core impairment in planning and/or programming spatiotemporal parameters of 

movement sequences results in errors in speech sound production and prosody. (“ CAS 

Position Statement,” retrieved from ASHA, 2007)

The EPG may possibly be an option that could relieve Childhood Apraxia of 

Speech and other hard-to-treat speech sound disorders. After much review of EPG 

research, it is apparent that interventions have yet to be exhausted among this population.

Due to much confusion and disagreements between Complete Speech and San 

Francisco State’s Special Education & Communicative Disorders Program about funding, 

Shadwick & Kahn’s proposed study of a school-age participant with a persistent speech 

sound disorder was dismissed. I believe our proposed studies set parameters that could 

be useful to the evidence-base of EPG research.

Our proposed study was inspired by all EPG research, but the design was 

particularly drawn from Martin et al.’s (2007) study. Not only is the use of one or few
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participants convenient, but also making the participant their own control, as Martin et al. 

(2007). She used one participant with multiple articulation errors and set specific 

parameters around each phoneme, ultimately using one phoneme as a control. This 

ignited the proposition of a single subject experimental design for which 1-3 school-age 

children were to be identified, each of whom would have a documented history of 

resistance to speech therapy.

The requirements for participants involve 11 year-olds with persistent /r/ 

distortions as well as distortions of at least two other phonemes. The study would begin 

by assessing each child with the EPG, to provide accurate baselines for /r/. Then assess 

the baselines of the other two phonemes. Over the course of six weeks, (55 minute 

sessions, 3x per week), the /r/ could be treated with Electropalatography. The second 

phoneme could then be treated with traditional speech therapy. The third phoneme could 

serve as a control, thus not treated. All three phonemes could be reassessed using 

electropalatography pre and post treatment conditions. Data could be compared focusing 

examination on the rate of improvement for the target phoneme /r/ in comparison with the 

phoneme treated using traditional therapy and the untreated control.

The other unique portion of this study was our idea to use further data collection 

analysis. We proposed ten trained and ten untrained listeners to listen to audio recordings 

of participants. We would instruct the listeners to write the words and sentences 

produced, without any introduction of the study given to the listeners. This data
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collection serves as auditory perceptual data. Upon further auditory perceptual analysis, 

pre and post intelligibility ratings would be established. These results could be compared 

to possible differences between auditory perception and objective EPG data that is often 

revealed in EPG research.

VI. Conclusion

To understand the relevance of electropalatography in clinical practice, we must 

actively re-evaluate current practices in speech-language pathology. However, 

technology is not meant to replace a speech-language pathologist’s methods. It is instead 

meant to be utilized as a tool that supports our rationales and guide diagnoses and 

treatment outcomes. And if speech-language pathologists want to remain relevant, we 

must embrace the evidence-base that technology provides.

With the movement of evidence-based practice within the medical community, 

speech-language pathologists will be called upon—by patients, companies, and 

insurers—to develop more reliable measures. Currently, SLP’s diagnostic tools heavily 

rely upon perceptive data collecting, which has been proven to be unreliable (Gooch et 

al., 2001; Kerswill & Wright, 1990). Modem times places speech-language pathologist 

within the crossroads of exploring the efficacy of technology, along with the rest of the 

advancing medical community of doctors and scientist alike.
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In the midst of an evolving medical community, it is necessary to be consistently 

involved in reshaping methods and justifying evidence. By using technology, a speech- 

language pathologist can more readily obtain reliable objective data. This could lead to 

more effective treatments and better individual outcomes. Electropalatography has 

proven to provide just that. EPG is ultimately meant to be a tool for speech-language 

pathologists to utilize in areas for which current practices fall short.
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Appendix 1: EPG Session Observation & Interview at Local Clinic 

10/15/13 @4:15pm- 4:45pm 

Client: 6 -years-old, Goal: Articulation for /r/ phoneme 

(Direct answers provided by SLP along with (researcher) Shadwick’s observations)

1. Did you learn the EPG by trial and error or did you get some kind of training in it?

Basic training for how to use the program. Trial and error as far at the best therapy 
techniques for each individual client

2. What do you think about EPG?

I think it is a great tool for teaching the placement of a sound. As well as increasing 
awareness of what and where we want our speech articulators to be that are not visible to 
the client in other circumstances As far as production, once sounds can be made correctly 
in isolation and syllables, I have found that with the palate in, sounds can seem distorted, 
and produced with higher accuracy with it out. So as the speech demands increas (sounds 
appear distorted when paired with more speech movements.)

3. Do you use the EPG every session?

Yes

4. Why did you think this particular child would benefit from EPG?

Increased self awareness of associating the feeling of a correct production with the visual 
of where his articulators are (which would be unseen by him otherwise)
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5. What kind of criteria do you think makes a good candidate for EPG? (only one client 
is receiving this therapy at the time. The other client broke the palate and did not get 
replaced).

A child with or without a strong presence of self-awareness due to the visual, which is 
hard to argue otherwise with. Child/therapist without a strong gauge reflex.

7. Did you implement EPG right away or tried other approaches?

He had a previous SLP that taught him how to use the EPG. Unknown.

8. What is the boys condition?

Has worked on targets /s/ and /l/, but working on /r/ now.

9. Has he shown any progress? Do you think it has anything to do with EPG or not?

He has. Yes this has provided him another type of feedback while using traditional 
speech therapy in tandem.

10. Did he have speech therapy before? How long have you been using the EPG with 
him?

He has been using it for approximately 6 months. 3 months previously with another SLP.

11. Was the EPG used in diagnosis or only used as a visual feedback in the therapy 
program?

Therapy
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12. Do you collect objective data that the EPG provides?

Researcher’s observation: clinician had her own score sheet and collected data during 
traditional therapy.

14. How long is EPG used?

Researcher’s notes:

-Beginning of therapy

-Did motor exercise as warm up (tongue-timing)

-used EPG first ten minutes 

-then switched to traditional

-then implemented traditional intermittently with EPG

13. How does the clinician introduce the tool and the objective that will be implemented? 

Uses traditional therapy/EPG therapy and he looks at screen to see if he is doing it. 

Researcher’s observations:

“ How does the r sound?”

=child ‘’like eeeeee”

-did movements with tongue for /r/ and then moved into doing nosense sounds with /r/ 

EX: iree, iroo,

-Traditional therapy w/o EPG

-Clinician had him pt at pics of happy, sad, and very sad and clinician had client 
imitate :/ire/, /ilee/, /iwee/
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-Then put EPG back in

-They went back and forth with using it and not using it on tasks 

-Started working on words that start with back sounds 

-EX: client imitated: /gree/, /tree/, /cree/

-clinician practices positive reinforcement

How well does the child understand what is asked of him when using the EPG? How 
does he react to using the tool?

-He was very mature about handling the psuedopalate delicately (client’s sometimes 
break the mouth piece)

Researcher’s Notes:

-Client loved using the EPG and appeared to enjoy the therapy session.

-Client didn’t know what “ EPG” meant.

SLP answered: “ I’m not exactly sure what they refer to it as?”


